
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
functional architect. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for functional architect

Determine architecture solution lifecycle state of current demand to
determine architecture value add of EA engagement
Develop understanding of overall demand portfolio to flag similar and related
demands to improve synergy and reduce duplicate architecture work
Deliver strong JDE functional application designs and solutions thru the
ability to transform user requirements to program specifications and to
communicate effectively with developers and end users throughout the
process
Effectively communicate throughout the organization from end-users through
senior level management
Effectively manage relationships with end users, senior management, and
within IT in a matrixed-resource environment
Efficiently troubleshoot and effectively isolate application issues vs
Expert level knowledge of JD Edwards integration points such as BI
Publisher, EDI, Scale Systems, Oracle Transportation Management (OTM),
webMethods, and other 3rd party Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES)
Use working knowledge of JDE CNC functions, security framework, the JDE
E1 technical development toolkit – E1 Pages, CAFEOne, Watch Lists, etc – in
the solution design process
Provide project leadership in the areas of functional design and testing
Perform configuration and set up in the JD Edwards OMW development
toolkit
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Be able to come up with lists of tangible changes that will be handed of the
development leads to ensure the actual implementation occurs inline with the
bank's strategic architecture
Proven record in deploying, change request management, end user adaption
& training and/or support of SAP solutions (focus on SAP MM, SAP WM, SAP
eWM, SAP TM)
Use working knowledge of Microsoft SQL database utilities and ability to
construct SQL queries for mass data analysis
Provide regular status updates to the IT Director-Enterprise Systems
regarding workload, project status, priorities, and issues/roadblocks needing
resolution
Able to plan and facilitate design sessions
Minimum 8 years’ experience as a team member of successful software
project implementations related to SaaS, CPQ, Quote-to-Cash, Contract
Management (CLM), CRM or ERP


